The semiquinone cycle. A hypothesis of electron transfer and proton translocation in cytochrome bc-type complexes.
The Q cycle and the b cycle are the main current models of action of the cytochrome bc-type complexes of mitochondria, bacteria, and chloroplasts. Both are based on the concept, proposed in 1972, of two sequential one-electron oxidations of (ubi)quinol along two discrete pathways which operate at different redox potentials, and with bound semiubiquinone as an intermediate. The models differ in two respects, viz. in the pathway of electron transfer and the principle of linkage of electron transfer to proton translocation. In this article we outline a new model, called the semiquinone or, simply, SQ cycle, which is based on the electron transfer principles of the b cycle but which incorporates the Q cycle concept of direct coupling between electron transfer and proton translocation through action of ubiquinone.